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Abstract. We give a method, based on algebraic geometry, to show lower bounds for the 
complexity of polynomi4s with algebraic coefficients. Typical examples are polynomials wit-h 
coefficients which are roots of unity, such as 
IZe 
Zri/iXi and i e2’i‘i/&Xj, 
j-l j=l 
where pi is the fh prime number. 
We apply the method also to systems of linear equations. 
It is well known by results of Motzkin [7], Belaga [ 1] and Paterson and Stockmeyer 
[8] that ‘in general’ the evaluation of a polynomial 
F(X) = fdXd + 9 l l + fo E C[X] 
needs d additions/subtractions, approximately id scalar multiplications, and order 
Jd nonscalar multiplications. On the other hand, F(X) can be computed with this 
amount of operations. 
However, it was Strassen [ 121 who gave concrete examples of polynomials 
with algebraic and rational coefficients, which are hard to compute. This work 
was continued by Borodin and Cook [2], Schnorr [9] and Schnorr and van der 
Wiele [lo]. 
In this paper we translate complexity theory into algebraic geometry. To any 
polynomial F with deg F = d and coefficients from an algebraically closed field fi WP 
associate a morphism A m h Ad of affine spaces over A, where m depends on the 
complexity of F. Let W be the Zariski closure of the image of t,4 in Ad. At the 
beginning, in Lemma 1, we state a connection between the complexity of F, deg F, 
and deg W. Then, in Theorem 1, we give a lower b ound for deg W in terms of the 
coefficients of F. The bound is nontrivial if for example A = C and the coefficients of F 
are algebraic of high degree over 
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In the remaining part of the paper we apply Theorem 1 and obtain nontrivial lower 
bounds for the complexity of the polynomials 
d 
c 2+/i j e X, 
j-1 
d 
c e2dPjxi 9 where pi is the jth prime number, 
j=l 
d 
c e 
2+/2il(Xj, k ~ 1 
i=l 
and the systems of linear polynomials 
d 
L -, e2wi/i+(k-l)d Xi, k=l,...,d, 
j=l 
d 
c e 2+/2i+ck-1’dXi, k = 1, . . . , d, 
j=l 
Let R. be an infinite and perfect field (in general & = Q), & an algebraically closed 
field containing &, X an indeterminate over A. 
By Gal(A/&J we denote the Gallois group of automorphisms a: R -, R, which leave 
A0 fixed. 
We denote by Ad the d-dimensional affine space (over k) i.e. kd with the Zariski 
topology. Let Z1, . . . , Zd be its coordinate variables. We call a subset U of Ad 
A-definable (&-definable) if it is the set of points Ad which satisfy a first order 
formula containing only polynomials of A[&, . . . , Zd] (&[&, . . . , &]). Gal(R/&) 
operates on A” componeqtwise, its elements are homeomorphisms of Ad. A 
R-definable subset U of Ad is &-definable iff U is stable with respect o Gal@/&), 
i.e. if a(U) = U for any c E Gal@‘/&). 
We call U c A” &-closed if U is closed in the Zariski topology of Ad and 
&-definable. This holds iff 27 is the set of common zeros of some polynomials of 
&CZ1, l l . 9 zd]. For this material compare [6, p. 741. 
For any U c Ad we define 
clRO U := {z E Ad; for all FE &[Zl, . . . p &] holds: if F vanishes every- 
where on U, then F(z) = O}. 
We call clg, U the &-closure of U. It is clear that clg, U is the smallest &-closed 
subset of Ad containing U. We apply this notion of closure only in cases where U is a 
singleton U = (t}, z E Ad. In this case we write cl&, z for the &,-closure of (2). 
We use the notion of degree of an irreducible closed subset V of Ad denoted by 
deg V. The degree of V is the maximal number of points which can arise intersecting 
V with dim V hyperplanes of d such that the intersection has finite cardinality. We 
will also need the following: 
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If 0 is a nonempty open subset of Y, then there exist hyperplanes of Ad 
intersecting Q in deg Y many points. If Y c Ad l 1s a hypersurface of Ad defined by a 
polynomial F E R[Zr , . . . ,Z,]we have deg YsdegE 
We extend the notion of degree to arbitrary closed subsets of Ad. Let B, D be 
closed subsets of Ad. We define 
degB:= C deg C. 
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If all components of B are components of D we write B camp D. 
An important role plays the Bezout inequality, i.e. 
degBnDsdegB*degD. 
The Bezout inequality can be found with a direct proof (for the affine case) in [5]. It is 
also an easy consequence of Bezout’s Theorem in projective spaces in the case where 
B or D is a hypersurface of Ad. Further algebraic geometry we need in this paper can 
be found in [ 111. 
Finally =S and x stand for the corresponding inequalities and equalities in the 
sense of order of magnitude, and log stands for logZ. 
By a computation in 0 in R(X) we understand a list rl, . . . , r, of rational functions 
of R(Xj such that 
(0) rlEAu{X}or 
(I) rl=rj*rk or 
(2) rf=rj*rk or 
(3) rl = rj/rk 
withj,k,l=l,..., vandl>j,k. 
We shall consider three different counting functions of p: 
- number of additions/subtractions of p: 
L,(p) := number of occurrences (1) in p (* case), 
- number of scalar multiplications/divisions of p: 
L,(p) := number of occurrences (2) in p with vi, r& & 
+ number of occurrences (3) in 6 with rk& & 
(scalar case) 
- number of nonscalar multiplications/divisions of 6 : 
L,,(p) := number of occurrences (2) in fi with rj, r& A 
+ number of occurrences (3) in p with r& & 
(nonscalar case) 
TherJ=l,..., v, are called the results of p. 
Let9={&,.*., F,} c R[X] be a finite set of polynomials. We say that p computes 
9, if the Fl, . . . , F, are among the results of 0. 
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L(9) := ~$n(v ; v = L(p) and @ computes 
where L is any of our counting functions L*, L, or LnS. We use [4, Theorem 2.5 and 
Lemma 3.11 and [lo, Gorollary I] in the following form: 
Let @={&, . . . , F,) c A[X] be a finite set of polynomials of degrees &, . . . , ds. 
Let L(S)= V, where L = L,, L, or L,,. Then, for k = 1, . . . , s, j = 0, 1, . . . , there 
exist polynomials Qkj E &[ Yl, . . . , Ywr] (YI, . . . , Y,, being indeterminates over &) 
with the following properties: 
deg Qkj s 3 Jo + 2 
and for all but finitely many 6 E & there exist parameters ~1, . . . , vrn E A such that 
Fk =Xfi, Q&j{?719 l l l 9 7,)(X -6)‘. Furthermore, we may assume m = 2v in the f 
and the scalar case, whereas m = v* + 2v in the nonscalar case. 
Let d := (dl, . . . , d,). We write IdI := C”,=, dk. 
The Qkj induce a morphism of affine spaces A” -% nL=, Ad”, 
@= (Qm . . . , &ilr . . .v Qsl, l . . 9 Qsd,)* 
The graph of II/ is &-definable. 
Let W = &-& the Zariski closure of the image of (I/ in n”,=, Adk. W is an 
irreducible closed subset of ni =I Adk, and since the graph of li/ is &-definable, W is 
&-definable too, hence W is A&osed. 
W is the image of an m-dimensional affine space, so we have dim W s m, i.e. 
dim W s 2v in the f and the scalar case, whereas dim W s v* + 2v in the nonscalar 
case. 
Furthermore, we have the following: 
Lemma 1. Let IdI > 1. Then 
1 log deg W< m 
6 logId - ’ 
where m = 2v in the f and the scalar case, whereas m = v * + 2 v in the nonscalar case. 
Proof. Take hyperplanes I&, . . . , &,, w intersecting im + in deg W many points. 
(Such hyperplanes exist since im (I/ contains a nonempty open subset of W. Compare 
ill, Chapter 1, Section 5, Theorem 61.) #-‘(HI), . . . 9 $-*(Hdim w) are hypersurfaces 
of A* with deg @-‘(Hi) s 31dlv + 2. 
Let 
% :={C; C component of (/l-Q&) n l l l fl Q+-l(Jf&m W)}= 
By the Bezout inequality we have 
dim W 
#%s 1 degCs n de~$-‘(iYij~(3~d~v+2)dimW. 
C-E% i=l 
Furthermore, 4 
So we have deg 
deg W 
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maps the elements of %? onto the points of W n HI n l l l n Hdim w. 
W s # % and finally 
s (3(4u + 2)dim w. (1) 
Since dim W G 2v in the f and the scalar case, whereas dim W s v* + 2v in the 
nonscalar case, we have dim W =S m. Furthermore, we may assume without loss of 
generality v s ldl. So we obtain the assertion of the lemma by taking logarithms in (1) 
and simplifying the expressions. 
From now on it is convenient o write 
9 := min(L,, L,, L2,,). 
Theorem 1. Let 9 = {FI, 
dk 
. . . , F,)c R[X] be a finite set of polynomials over R with 
Fk=&f&Xi, fk@‘, k=l,..., s. Let d:=(d; ,... .d,) with jdl> 1 and 
B := &,(fll, l l l , fldl, l l l 3 fsl, . . . , f&). Assume B camp D, where D is some Zariski 
closed subset of ci=, Adk, which is definable as the set of common zeros of some 
polynomials over A of degree sg. Then we have 
1 1ogdegB 
Z(m%i log(ldl l g)’ 
Proof. Let L be any of our counting functions L,, L, or 5,, and let L(9) = v. As 
before we have, for k=l,. . .,s, j=O, 1,. . ., polynomials QQE&[YI,. . ., Y,] 
(Yl,..., Ym are indeterminates over &) and for suitable chosen 5~ r&o parameters 
rll9.**, qnt E A such that 
Fk = 2 Q&j 1, . . . 9 d(x - 4’ 
j=o 
(2) 
holds for k = 1, . . . , s. 
Furthermore, we may assume m = 2v in the f and the scalar case, whereas 
m = v2+2v in the nonscalar case. 
The Qki induce 2 morphism A” 4fli=, Adk, $:=(&, . . . , Qld19.. . , -- 
0 sl, l l l 9 Q&. As before we write W := im I,$. 
First we assume e = 0 in (2). Then we have (fll, . . . , fld19 . . . , fsl, l l l , fsd,) E 
im $ c W, and since W is Ro-closed, we have B c W. 
Let D be the set of common zeros of polynomials G1, . . . , G, with deg Gi s g. By 
BcWandBcompDwehaveBcompDnW. 
We remark the following: 
Let Vl, . . . , Vs be irreducible closed subsets of n’, = 1 Adk, none cf them contained 
in D. Thrn there exists a linear combination CT=, CQG~, cyi E A intersecting all 
Vl, l -99 VS properly. This follows from the fact, that for any closed subset V of 
l-I 24 dk with V$ D the set (((~1,. . . , a,); Cl=, aiGi intersects V properly} IS a 
nonempty open subset of r, since the complement of this set is clearly closed and 
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different from A’. (The complement is different from A’, because by V$ D, there 
exists a Gi not vanishing everywhere on V.) 
Now we intersect w’ successively with linear combinations of the G1, . . . , G, 
reducing by each step the dimension of those components of the previous inter- 
section, which are not contained in D. After dim W such steps we obtain a set 
EcII;,l Adk with Dn W camp E. In other words, we choose a matrix 
(&Z~:::;;d’” w such that 
i a!Gi=O,..., f. afimWGi=O nW. 
i = 1 i = 1 I 
By the Bezout inequality we obtain 
g dimW*deg WadegEadegDn WadegB. 
By dim W s m we then have 
deg B 
deg We- 
g” l 
Furthermore it follows by Lemma 1 
ma~lCVVhZWa~ 
6 hM ( 
logdegB_m logg 
6 1ogPl > h44 ’ 
whence 
3’ 1ogdegB 
) 
6 h&l l g)’ 
In the f and the scalar case we obtain v 2 & log deg B/log(ldl 9 g), since m = 2v. 
Similarly we obtain v2 2 & log deg B/log[ldl l g) in the nonscalar case. Thus the 
theorem follows. 
In the case 6 f 0 in (2) we rema+ that 
is a &-linear transform of 
transformation maps B onto 
B(S)= cl~,(Qdm, 
(fll, * 9 l ,fldI, l l l 9 fsl, . . . , fsds). The same &-linear 
**Am), . - .v Qld,(m,. . . t rlrn), . . .v 
and D onto a set D(s) which is definable by polynomials of degree sg and for which 
B(t) camp D(t) holds. 
SO we can repeat the proof for (Q&l, . . . , qm)y . l . , Qldl(rll, . . . 9 Vm), . -. 9 
Q&t, . . . , qm‘), . . . , Q&VI, . . l , vm)) instead of (f~, . . . , fldl, . . . y fsi, l l l 9 fsd,)* 
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In the following put &: = Q and A := C. 
Corollary 1. Let ( kj)jc~ be a sequence of natural numbers with ki f 0. Then 
2 f e2Nkixi + > log l.c.m.(kl, . . . , kd) i= 1 log@ l max(kl,. . . , kd))’ 
(We write 1.c.m. for ‘least common multiple’.) 
Proof, Put in Theorem 1 9 = {cy=, e2ni’kiXi} and conseq aently IdI = d, and 
B = Nfl, . . . , fd); 3u E Gal@‘/&) with 
a(e Ilrilkl) = f,, . . , , ~7(e2”ilkd) = fd)* 
Denoting the coordinate variables of Ad by 21,. . . , Zd we put 
and consequently 
& = lTV!$$ kj- __ 
It follows 
deg B = #B = # Gal(Q(e2*i’kl, . . . , e2ai’kd)/Q) 
= [Q( e 
2+/k, 
9***3 e zvi/k,j) : Q] 
= tp l.c.m.(kl, . . . , kd), 
where cp is the Euler function. By 
cp l.c.m.(kl,. . . , kd)x l.c.m.(kl, . . . , kd) 
we have 
log deg B x log l.c.m.(k,, . . . , kd). 
So Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1. 
Corollrnry 2. 
roof. We put in Corollary 1 kj = j for j = 1, . . . , d. Then, since max( kl ,, . . . , kd) = 
d, it suffices to show log l.cm.( 1, . . . , d) Z= d. 
Let p1, . . . , pS be the prime numbers sd and 8(d) = CSS1 log pI* As a consequence 
of the Prime Number Theorem we have 8(d) x d (compare [3, p. 661). Since ni=, p1 
divides l.c.m.(l, . . . , d), we have logl.c.m.(l,. . . , d)M(d)~ d. 
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Corollary 3. Denote by pi the jth prime number. Then 
Roof. Put in Corollary 1 ki = pi. Then 
As a test for the method of Theorem 1 we give an alternative proof of a well-known 
result (compare [12,9, IO]). 
Corollary 4. 
and 
Proof. To show S(z$ e2mi’2i X’) 3 d/log d, put in Theorem 1 9 = {xi”= I e2”“2iXi} 
and consequently IdI = d. We have 
B = cl10(e2mi’2, . . . , e2ai’2d) 
= {(f Is l . . , fd); 30 E Gal(Q(e2”“2, . , . , e2”‘/‘“)/Q), 
de 
2mi/2 
) =fi, . . . , de 2-W*) = fdj, 
hence 
deg B = #B = [Q(e2ni’2, . . . , e2*i’2d j : Q] = ~(2~) x 2d. 
Denoting the coordinate variables of Ad by %I, . . . , &, put 
and g = 2. The rest is clear by.Theorem 1. 
The proof of Z(C& e2ni’2k’ X ) ~:d/k is very similar. We only exhibit the points 
differing from the precedent proof. We have in this case 
&gB= #B=[ (e2?ri’2, . . . , e2.rri/2dk) : 
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and since 
(e 
2Ti/2(i+lIk 21:)ik-‘+“.+(~) 
) 
= e 2rri/2ik 
9 
we can put 
D=& 
2 (~)WW‘-~+...+(~) 
zd -zd-1 =o}. 
So we have gs2kdk-‘. 
In the context with Corollary 4 we note also the fact that there exists a set M c A, 
#M s 2’d with c > 0 such that for all f~ d -M Z($ 1 f2’x’) 3 d/log d holds [4]. 
The methods of this paper apply also to polynomia.Is in several variables, even if 
the polynomials are linear. Of course, we cannot apply Theorem 1 directly, because it 
contains a counting model specific a.’ \v one-variable polynomials. 
An example for an application _x ’ y be the following proposition. 
Proposition 1. Let 9 = {Fl, . . . , Fd}, where 
hi/( j+(k-lM)x. 
I 
fork=l,..., d, with d > 1, the Xi being indeterminates over 4. If & = &, then 
d2 
L,(9)*- 
logd’ 
Sketch of the proof. Each computation p of 9 can be converted in a computation p’ 
of 9 with L,(@‘) s 2L,(@) which uses only elements of B[X] as results (compare [13, 
p. 1891). Since the Fk are linear, /3’ consists in multiplying the preceding results with 
elements from A - do (which yields costs) and &-linearly combining them (which is 
free). 
Let 0 be an optimal computation of 9 with L,(p) = v. 0’ induces a morphism 
A2” :Ad2, @=(Qrl, l l l 9 Qjk, l l * 3 Qdd), 
the Qjk being polynomials over & of degree G2v. 
Let W := im$. Then exactly as in Lemma 1, we see deg W 5 (2~)~“. Since without 
loss of generality we may assume v s d2, we ha.ve i log deg W/log d s v. 
Similarly as before, let 
D={Zjk+‘k-l’d-l=O; j=l,...., d, k=l,..., d}, 
where the Z”k are the coordinate variables of ‘*. D is the set of zeros of polynomials 
of degree <g = d2. 
Furthermore, let 
= c110(e2nVl, . . . , e2nV(i+(k-lM), . . . , e2=W2)_ 
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Then, for 40 = Q, 
logdegB=log #B 
= log[Q(e2d/l, I . . , e2Wi/(i+(k-l)d), . . . , e2*i/d”): Q] 
= log q I.c.m.(l,, . . . , cf2) X log l.c.m.(l, , . . , d2) 3 d2. 
(The last inequality follows in the same way as in the proof of Corollary 
same argument as in Theorem 1. we have v 2: log deg B/log(d l g). 
Ls (9) z= d 2/lag d. 
By a similar method it can be shown that for 9= {Fl, . . . , &} with 
Fk = ic1 e2-i/2ifrk-1”&, 
there is L,(fl+ d2 Jbg d. 
2.) By the 
It follows 
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